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Abstract and key terms 
In this work we propose a generic modeling approach for simulating percutaneous 
transluminal angioplasty (PTA) endovascular treatment, and evaluating the influence of 
balloon design, plaque composition, and balloon sizing on acute post-procedural outcomes 
right after PTA, without stent implantation. Clinically-used PTA balloons were classified into 
two categories according to their compliance characteristics, and were modeled 
correspondingly. Self-defined elastoplastic constitutive laws were implemented within the 
plaque and artery models, after calibration based on experimental and clinical data. Finite 
element method (FEM) implicit solver was used to simulate balloon inflation and deflation. 
Besides balloon profile at max inflation, results are mainly assessed in terms of the elastic 
recoil ratio (ERR) and lumen gain ratio (LGR) obtained immediately after PTA. No variations 
in ERR nor LGR values were detected when the balloon design changed, despite the 
differences observed in their profile at max inflation. Moreover, LGR and ERR inversely 
varied with the augmentation of calcification level within the plaque (-11% vs. +4% 
respectively, from fully lipidic to fully calcified plaque). Furthermore, results showed a direct 
correlation between balloon sizing and LGR and ERR, with noticeably higher rates of change 
for LGR (+18% and +2% for LGR and ERR respectively for a calcified plaque and a balloon 
pressure increasing from 10 to 14 atm). However a larger LGR comes with a higher risk of 
arterial rupture. This proposed methodology opens the way for evaluation of angioplasty 
balloon selections towards clinical procedure optimization. 

Keywords: Atherosclerosis, Balloon angioplasty, Balloon design, Plaque composition, 
Balloon sizing, Acute post-procedural outcomes, Finite element analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
Atherosclerosis is one of the most common vascular pathologies in the world, with high 
mortality rates. This pathogenesis is complex in general. In a simplified description, it could 
be defined as the accumulation first of lipids (mainly cholesterol) at the arterial inner wall, 
followed by the growth of the plaque with time forming a stiffer structure composed of 
connective tissues, collagen fibers, and calcifications [1]. The plaque partly or totally occludes 
the lumen, affecting normal blood circulation, and can lead to severe consequences on 
perfused organs. 

Several surgical and endovascular treatment techniques are clinically possible for 
atherosclerosis, including percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA), endarterectomy and 
arterial bypass. PTA, which is the minimally-invasive option, is a favored alternative to 
invasive treatments in order to avoid complications experienced with conventional surgeries 
[2], specifically for patients at higher risks of surgical morbidity and mortality [3]. Treatment 
via PTA consists of inserting percutaneously a balloon catheter within the diseased vessel 
region, followed by inflating the balloon in order to compress/damage the plaque and enlarge 
the vessel lumen [4–6]. Stenting might be subsequently required for some treated cases. Their 
usage generally depends on the lumen patency obtained immediately after PTA [7]. Stent 
implantation has won increased significance over the past years by showing better clinical 
outcomes in terms of preventing elastic recoil compared to PTA alone [8]. However, being 
associated to high rates of vessel injuries, thrombogenicity in addition to in-stent restenosis 
(e.g. 20-40% of patients at 2 years in femoral arteries [3]), stents implantation after PTA is 
being re-questioned. Furthermore, small arterial dimensions and complex kinematics [9] 
(flexions and repetitive stresses especially in peripheral arteries [10]) favor the mechanical 
fracture of stents, calling for specific decisions for their usage. Two main reasons explain the 
focus of this work on PTA outcomes without stent implantation: 1) For certain arteries within 
the arterial tree such as the femoropopliteal for example, a policy of conventional plain 
balloon angioplasty appears to be the reasonable initial treatment, with other adjunctive 
techniques (such as stenting and local drug delivery) reserved to when angioplasty results are 
suboptimal or when restenosis occurs [11]. This means that, even though it is still not 
explicitly stated within international publications covering consensus for peripheral arterial 
disease management (i.e. TASC II), in practical terms, PTA is usually the initial 
revascularization approach for atherosclerosis in most lower extremity arteries [12]. 
Moreover, it continues to be the technique all other endovascular treatment modalities are 
compared against [13]. 2) Due to recent medical device innovations including catheters with 
an “active” mode of action, drug-coated balloons (DCBs) are being lately introduced as 
minimally-invasive endovascular treatments for stenosed arteries as well. DCBs combine 
standard balloon angioplasty and anti-proliferative drug technology. These devices use drug 
substances such as paclitaxel that would be released towards the vessel wall during 
deployment. With their possible advantage in reducing restenosis rates, not leaving foreign 
object behind in the body (e.g. stent), and their ability to be used in anatomy where stent 
implantation might not be feasible (e.g., across the knee joint) [13], the interest in studying the 
balloon angioplasty treatment with the lumen gains and elastic recoils associated to it is back 
on track, as is the case in our hospital center. 



 
 

The success of PTA at short term is assessed by the residual lumen gained immediately after 
the endovascular treatment. Besides the compression/damage within the plaques, non-
recoverable deformation also occurs in the arteries (clinically termed “controlled vessel 
injury” [14]). The resulting deformation is usually evaluated by either the patency rate or the 
elastic recoil ratio (ERR) measured at the maximum stenosed region after PTA. The ERR 
characterizes how much this stenosed section recoils after balloon deflation. Acting as 
permanent implants, stents generally reduce the diseased artery recoil by supporting its inner 
tissue; but the main lumen gain itself is caused by the balloon being inflated. Therefore 
anticipating acute clinical outcome (residual deformations, elastic recoils...) after balloon 
angioplasty is of pivotal importance for the evaluation of the treatment success which can 
influence further treatment decisions. However up to our knowledge only few Finite Element 
Method (FEM) studies focused on assessing outcomes at short terms after PTA alone. 

Several studies have reported the development of computational models for simulating PTA 
in diseased arteries using FEMs. Different combinations of geometries, constitutive laws and 
loading conditions were implemented, affecting accordingly the resulting outcomes. In 
general, one key factor permitting or not FEM studies from evaluating balloon angioplasty 
influences on outcomes immediately after the treatment is the material model selected 
for modeling the diseased artery. In the lack of in vivo material characterization methods 
presenting a clear advantage in extracting realistic material properties of atherosclerotic 
arteries, current FEM studies mainly focus on in vitro based experimental data in order to 
develop their constitutive laws [15]. Yet, even among the limited number of available 
experimental studies, very few considered quantifying permanent strains in human 
atherosclerotic tissues and assessing their inelastic behavior at supra-physiological loadings. 
Accordingly, the majority of FEM studies did not include any residual deformations within 
their diseased arterial material models, and thus were limited in modeling PTA alone.  

Most FE studies modeled the plaque and artery behavior using an elastic (linear or not) 
constitutive law [16–19]. This approach can be acceptable with stents being implanted within 
their models. If not, the simulated stenosed arteries would have theoretically fully recoiled 
after balloon deflation. They mainly evaluated 3D stress distributions within stenosed arteries 
to analyze their sensitivity to geometrical and material composition changes, or to design the 
deployed devices (stents). No evaluation of the balloon influence on results was proposed. 
Material model choice restricted these FE studies from simulating angioplasty and evaluating 
its outcomes directly after balloon deflation. In reality, and according to clinical findings [20–
23], elastic recoil immediately after PTA varies between 11% and 55% for different stenosed 
regions, plaque compositions, and balloon/artery diameters ratios, the latter ratio (i.e. balloon 
sizing) showing highest influence on results [20].   

On the other hand, some other studies did include inelasticity within their modeled systems. 
Some FE studies analyzed the rupture of arterial tissues by incorporating damage mechanisms 
without considering any permanent deformation within their models, such as: crack 
propagation [24], cohesive zone [25], or damage models (e.g. stress-softening: Mullins effect 
alone) [26]. These inelastic material models result in no residual strains at unloading, and 
would be limited in terms of the acute outcome evaluations after PTA as well. Other FE 



 
 

studies modeled inelasticity by including plasticity and were generally capable of assessing 
the immediate outcomes of an angioplasty procedure in terms of residual deformations. 
However, even though some presented detailed and interesting post-treatment assessments 
from their work [27–30], their focus was on outcomes after stent implantation and not after 
PTA alone. 

The remaining FE studies both modeling inelasticity (including plasticity) and evaluating 
outcomes immediately after PTA alone (i.e. without stenting) are still limited in terms of 
presented results [31–35]. They assessed either the lumen gain ratio (LGR) at one location 
after deflation [32], the elastic recoil ratio (ERR) after deflation also at one location [33,35], 
or both LGR and ERR but qualitatively (no quantification presented) [31,34]. Besides LGR 
and/or ERR, only Holzapfel et al. presented some data on the state of deformation and/or state 
of stress within the artery during and after balloon angioplasty alone [31,32]. However 
inelasticity was modeled only within the artery by these two latter studies, while plaques were 
considered as rigid bodies. 

Also, the few reported studies evaluating outcomes at short terms after PTA alone modeled 
the deployment of only one type of balloon inflated to a single sizing within a particular 
plaque composition. Moreover, their balloons models parameters were not estimated from 
specific ones which are in clinical use. Up to our knowledge, no FE study explicitly evaluated 
the influence of varying procedure components (balloon type, balloon sizing or plaque 
composition) on treatment outcomes immediately after balloon angioplasty alone. Finally, 
except for [33], no FE study presents acute post-angioplasty simulated outcomes in 
comparison with clinical findings.      

The aim of the present work is to propose a generic modeling strategy of PTA, using implicit 
FE analysis, to simulate angioplasty treatment response at short term (i.e. right after balloon 
deflation), for different combinations of balloon designs, plaque material compositions, and 
balloon sizings in comparison with clinical results reported in the literature. The choice of 
implicit solver was driven by a will to control every step of the simulation without adding 
non-physical parameters such as artificial mass and damping. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

2. Material and Methods  

A. Balloons models 

1. Balloons classification                 
For PTA applications, a balloon must have a repeatable or controlled size (pressure vs. 
diameter) ensuring that it will not continue expanding and damaging the artery after opening 
the blockage. Knowing that there exist several high-pressure balloons in the medical industry, 
the aim of this section is to suggest a relation for classifying available balloons into categories 
based on their compliance data, to be modeled after accordingly.  

Based on its material and wall thickness, each high-pressure balloon has an individual 
compliance chart provided by the manufacturer reflecting the pressure at which the balloon 
reaches its nominal diameter, in addition to its diameter change per inflation pressures [4]. 
Compliance is determined by either the balloon diameter change per inflation pressure step 
(index of stretchability (IS)), or by its diameter growth over a range of inflation pressures 
measured in % (relative compliance (RC)):   

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛+1−𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛+1−𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛

                                                                              (1) 

𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼 (%) = 𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 = 𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅−𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁
𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁

 × 100                                                              (2) 

with 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛+1 and 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 being balloon diameters at any two consecutive pressure levels 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛+1 and 
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛, ranging from the unfolded inflation pressure (𝑃𝑃𝑈𝑈𝑛𝑛𝑈𝑈) to the rated burst pressure (𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, 
threshold pressure a balloon is designed to accept without rupture [4]). 𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁 and 𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 are the 
balloon diameters at the nominal and the rated burst inflation pressures (𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 and 𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅) 
respectively [5,36,37]. The working pressure range provided by the manufacturer is [𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁,𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅]. 
The unfolded diameter (𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑛𝑛𝑈𝑈) corresponds to the diameter reached by the balloon when 
pressure starts being applied prior to any inflation (i.e. at 𝑃𝑃𝑈𝑈𝑛𝑛𝑈𝑈). It is different to the folded 
diameter (𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈) that corresponds to the inner diameter of the catheter in which the angioplasty 
balloon is crimped before insertion into the patient vasculature.  

According to clinicians and manufacturers, there exist three general categories for 
characterizing available high-pressure balloons for PTA: compliant, semi-compliant, and 
noncompliant [4,5]. Conforming to areas of least resistance during inflation, high-compliance 
balloons are typically used in presence of soft un-calcified lesions. Differently, keeping their 
defined diameters at high pressures, low-compliance balloons are typically inflated within 
highly calcified (stiff) lesions and/or for stents full expansion post-dilations [4,5,36–38]. 
Lately, there has been some debate on what type of balloon material is optimal for PTA. 
Some retrospective observational studies suggest differences in angiographic results and 
overall procedural outcomes for different balloon materials [39]; others do not [5,40]. 

This work focuses first on modeling the main balloon families covering most balloon designs 
used by clinicians during PTA. In what follows, and because they would be applied the same 
modeling method, both compliant and semi-compliant balloons are considered belonging to 



 
 

the same category of semi-compliant balloons. Accordingly, two balloon families are studied: 
Semi-compliant vs. Non-compliant. In this work, all balloons data are provided by Medtronic 
APV, Santa Rosa CA, USA.  

a. Semi-compliant balloons 
Relative compliance of semi-compliant balloons made of high density polyethylene, nylon or 
polyolefin copolymer (POC) ranges between 10-20% [4,5] or is greater than 8% [41]. 
Average index of stretchability (IS) is typically around 0.095 mm/atm for these balloons [5]. 
These balloons are rarely inflated within stiff stenosis to avoid the ‘dog-bone effect’ that 
would occur around the lesion at high inflation pressures [38]. Table 1 presents an example of 
Pressure-Diameter (P-D) compliance chart of a 2.8 mm semi-compliant balloon (graphed in 
Figure 1) in addition to its average index of stretchability. 

b. Non-compliant balloons 
The relative compliance of highly non-compliant balloons is generally less than 7% [41] or 
10% [5]. They are usually made of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) material. Their average 
index of stretchability (IS) fluctuates typically around 0.01 mm/atm [5]. These balloons 
impose their own geometries to the stenosis and hence experience negligible changes in 
profile during high-pressure inflation [38]. For comparison with semi-compliant balloons, 
Table 1 also shows the P-D compliance chart for a 2.8 mm non-compliant balloon with its 
corresponding average index of stretchability. Figure 1 presents the pressure vs. diameter 
diagram of the non-compliant balloon as well.  

 

Table 1: P-D compliance charts with their calculated index of stretchability for two different families of 2.8 mm 
balloon designs (non-compliant vs. semi-compliant). Green and blue cells indicate diameters at nominal and rated 

burst pressures (𝑷𝑷𝑵𝑵 and 𝑷𝑷𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹) respectively. 

 

Figure 1: Pressure-diameter curves of the semi-compliant and non-compliant balloons. 

For a more consistent categorization, balloons can be classified based on RC values being 
related to their indices of stretchability, nominal diameters, in addition to nominal and rated 
burst pressures. RC can hence be expressed as:   

𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 = (𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅−𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁)×𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼�×100
𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁

                                                (3) 

where 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼�  is the average value of 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼. In this work we consider balloons with RC ranging below 
8% belong to the non-compliant family, whereas balloons with RC above 8 % belong to the 
semi-compliant family. 

2. Balloons material modeling 
As mentioned, an angioplasty balloon is initially crimped into the catheter body during 
manufacturing so to facilitate its insertion into patient vasculature. Accordingly, it unfolds 
first with complex kinematics (see for instance Geith et al. (2019) for details [42]) during the 
initial phase of the inflation process reaching eventually its unfolded diameter (𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑛𝑛𝑈𝑈). After 



 
 

that, any further increase in the applied inner pressure would start the balloon inflation until 
reaching the desired diameter with a typical behavior corresponding to its design. To limit the 
computational cost of our simulation, the modeling of the detailed unfolding process is 
neglected in this work; instead a cylindrical model is used in order to mimic the overall 
balloon catheter mechanical response. The appropriateness of using a cylindrical tube to 
simplify angioplasty simulations has been verified by Grogan et al. [43]. 

Our modeling strategy therefore consists of considering first a realistic folded diameter (𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈) 
so that the balloon can be inserted into a highly stenosed artery, and then use the balloon 
compliance chart to build a constitutive law that can describe the balloon behavior mainly 
within its working range (between 𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁 and 𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅). In this study, all applications are performed 
with 2.8 mm nominal diameter balloons (seen in Table 1). This rather small diameter 
compared to those usually used for femoral arteries PTA, was chosen to limit the 
computational cost of simulations at this stage of the study, that is developing the model and 
evaluate its validity. 

For a 3 mm artery stenosed by a plaque of 60%, any balloon catheter with a 𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈 less than 1.2 
mm can be introduced without colliding with the plaque. Regardless of balloon type, 𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈 was 
fixed here to 1.15 mm. It is in accordance with balloon profile values found on commercially-
available angioplasty balloon catheters designed by medical device manufacturers and used 
by clinicians.  

𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑛𝑛𝑈𝑈 was determined by plotting the P-D diagram using the manufacturer compliance charts 
(Figure 1). It is defined as the intercept with the diameter (ordinate) axis of the P-D graph: the 
diameter at approximately zero (very low) pressure. In this study, the estimated unfolded 
diameters of the semi-compliant and the non-compliant balloons were 𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑛𝑛𝑈𝑈 = 1.887 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 and 
𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑛𝑛𝑈𝑈 = 2.740 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 respectively. 

a. Semi-compliant balloon modeling  
Having thin walls (0.035 mm) and a high index of stretchability, semi-compliant balloons 
were driven by pressure, to accurately simulate the plaque/balloon interaction, especially the 
dog-bone effect. Therefore, an accurate constitutive law for the balloon is required. The 
deployment of PTA balloons is divided into two phases: the unfolding phase (from 𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈 to 
𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑛𝑛𝑈𝑈), followed by the inflating phase (from 𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑛𝑛𝑈𝑈 to 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛). During the unfolding phase, the 
folded balloon deploys freely at very low pressures. Then, the unfolded balloon continues by 
an elastic deformation during the inflating phase until reaching the desired diameter (𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛) 
within its working range. 

In order to simplify this 2-phase deployment process, an Ogden 1st order hyperelastic 
constitutive model was implemented in this work. This model is able to replace both phases 
by a continuous non-linear elastic expansion. From the manufacturer compliance charts 
(Table 1), a corresponding stress-strain (𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛, 𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛) curve for the semi-compliant balloon was 
determined using equations (4) and (5) and considering it as a thin walled pressure vessel:  

𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛 = 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛×𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛
2×𝑡𝑡

                                                              (4) 



 
 

𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛 = 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛−𝐷𝐷𝑓𝑓
𝐷𝐷𝑓𝑓

                                                   (5) 

where 𝑠𝑠 is the balloon wall thickness, considered constant. Figure 2 presents the stress-strain 
couples computed at several pressures during the semi-compliant balloon inflation in addition 
to their corresponding Ogden 1st order fit. Using these data-points and their curve fit, the 
Ogden law could be identified. In this work, curve-fitting computed the following parameters 
for the balloon Ogden law: µ = 1.72 MPa, 𝐴𝐴1 = 4.55 and 𝐷𝐷1 = 0 and reproduces very 
accurately manufacturers data especially in the balloon working range.  

 

Figure 2: Stress-strain pairs (blue crosses) in addition to their fit (red solid line) by the hyperelastic constitutive model 
considered for the semi-compliant balloon of this study (Table 1). 𝑫𝑫𝒇𝒇, 𝑫𝑫𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝒇𝒇, 𝑫𝑫𝑵𝑵 and 𝑫𝑫𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 are the folded, unfolded, 

nominal and rated-burst diameters respectively with their corresponding stress-strain values. Balloon working range 
is shown within the grey dashed rectangle (between 𝑫𝑫𝑵𝑵 an𝒅𝒅 𝑫𝑫𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹). 

 

b. Non-compliant balloon modeling  
During inflation of these balloons, the initial unfolding process is usually followed by a very 
stiff (non-compliant) response at higher pressures. Gasser and Holzapfel (2007a) reported that 
this irregular mechanical behavior cannot be attained using simple isotropic material models 
for representing the balloon [32]. Instead they suggested using the theory of fiber-reinforced 
materials for the design of these models. 

However, having thicker walls (0.15 mm), negligible changes in their profiles during inflation 
[38] and low IS, another option for simulating non-compliant PTA balloons without losing 
fidelity is to drive them by radial displacement. This assumption is defendable by the fact that 
such balloons are stiff enough to impose their own shapes to the diseased region while 
inflating [31,43]. Accordingly, the inflation and deflation of non-compliant balloons were 
driven by radial displacement in this work.  

Displacement driven simulations allow of course a perfect control of the balloon diameter 
evolution as well as better simulation robustness. Being fully simulated by displacement 
boundary conditions, there is no need for an accurate constitutive law for this balloon family. 

3. Balloons geometry, mesh and boundary conditions  
The balloon geometry is a 13 mm long hollow cylinder, with 2 symmetrically lofted caps at 
its ends for the semi-compliant family and without the caps for the non-compliant one. The 
balloon working length was chosen to exceed the plaque length according to manufacturers’ 
recommendations. Balloons were meshed by 4-nodes shell elements.  

For semi compliant balloons, hydrostatic fluid elements were implemented to simulate the 
pressure driven inflation. Hydrostatic fluid elements are usually used to model fluids that are 
fully enclosed by solids [44]. An incompressible fluid with a negligible thermal expansion 
was defined for the fluid material model used. A uniform time dependent pressure was then 
applied at the pressure node, located at the center of the fluid volume. This pressure varied 
from zero to the desired inflation pressure and then back to zero.  



 
 

Regarding the balloon design test (semi-compliant vs. non-compliant), both simulated balloon 
families were inflated up to their nominal diameters (𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁= 2.8 mm), and then deflated back to 
their initial positions. In a similar way, the semi-compliant balloon was also driven up to 𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁= 
2.8 mm (at 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁= 10 atm) for the different plaque material composition simulation tests. 
Finally, and being also interested in the assessment of balloon sizing influence on acute PTA 
outcomes, three different inflating pressures were then simulated using the semi-compliant 
balloon as well. The chosen balloon sizings with their corresponding rated diameters at each 
inflation pressure are depicted in Table 2. All simulated balloon diameters fall within the 
clinically recommended range of balloon sizings (inflated balloon diameter to healthy arterial 
lumen diameter ratio) of [0.9 to 1.1] for PTA treatments [5]. 

 

Table 2: Balloon sizing at each simulated inflation pressure. 

 

Boundary conditions were defined to ensure free radial expansion of the balloons: fastened on 
one side (mimicking the bonding to the catheter shaft), while preventing only axial 
displacement at the other end (modeling the role of the tip on the balloon) for the semi-
compliant balloon type (Figure 3), whereas clamped on both sides for the non-compliant one. 

 

Figure 3: Balloon catheter main components. 

 

B. Arterial and plaques models 

1. Constitutive laws 
Even though hyperelasticity can be a good approximation for several soft tissues behaviors 
[15], this type of constitutive law does not allow for differentiating loading and unloading 
paths. Neglecting inelasticity and modeling hyperelasticity alone would prevent PTA 
simulations from evaluating acute treatment outcomes that usually show residual 
deformations [20–23]. Therefore plasticity was incorporated in the materials constitutive laws 
of the present work for the purpose of assessing angioplasty procedure outcomes in terms of 
permanent deformations. 

a. Plaque  
To achieve a permanent deformation in the plaque and prevent a 100% recoil, the plaque was 
modeled using a bilinear isotropic hardening model [45]. Material parameters for plaques 
were obtained from Maher et al. (2011) work [46] that experimentally reported the inelastic 
behavior of human atherosclerotic plaques under cyclic radial compressive loading regimes. 
Lipid and calcified plaques were considered in the calibration. Material coefficient for the 
plaques elastic behavior, i.e. dynamic stiffness and yield strength values, were attained from 
Maher’s stress-strain experimental data corresponding to the maximal strain values after 
which permanent deformations start to be detected. Subsequently, the remaining inelastic 



 
 

material parameters (tangent moduli), were empirically tuned to attain the experimentally 
observed residual strains for given peak strains for each plaque type. The lipid and the 
calcified plaques material parameters are presented in Table 3; their stress-strain plots are 
shown in Appendix A.   

Concerning plaque types simulated in this work, since a wide variability in plaque 
composition exists among patients, five different combinations were modeled: a homogenous 
lipid plaque, a homogenous calcified plaque, and three heterogeneous plaques of diverse 
lipid-to-calcified plaque constitution ratios (30%, 50% and 70% randomly distributed 
calcifications). All five plaque combination cases were incorporated in the parametric study of 
plaque material constitution influence on angioplasty outcomes. Differently, the two 
homogenous plaques were simulated for the balloon design and balloon sizing studies.  

b. Artery    
The vast majority of FE studies modeling the artery consider it as hyperelastic. Some papers 
modeled it as an isotropic hyperelastic material using either the Neo-Hookean [47], the Ogden 
[30], or the Mooney-Rivlin [18] models. Others considered incorporating anisotropy [48] to 
the non-linear hyperelastic material, mainly using Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden (H-G-O) model 
with dispersed families of collagen fibers [49]. In this work, the artery behavior was first 
modeled using a Neo-Hookean model with initial shear modulus 𝜇𝜇 = 0.227 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 and 
incompressibility parameter 𝐷𝐷 = 0.177 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎−1 obtained from Paini et al. in-vivo study [50]. 

Then an intermediate simulation was set up to verify if these parameters provided realistic 
results. The intermediate simulation consisted in simulating the inflation of a semi-compliant 
balloon into a stenosed artery, as described in Section 3, for a lipid plaque and a calcified 
plaque separately. Then the simulation outcomes were compared to clinically reported data to 
evaluate if the constitutive law for the artery required further development. Indeed, the 
average loss of luminal diameter at max stenosed regions computed immediately after PTA 
from the intermediate simulations were 52% and 54% for the lipid and calcified plaque cases 
respectively. The average luminal diameter loss, also referred to as the diametric elastic recoil 
ratio (ERR), is computed as the luminal diameter difference between the max balloon 
inflation state vs. after its deflation. With the diametric ERR resulting from the intermediate 
simulations exceeding the clinically expected ones (30% and 35% respectively assumed for 
the lipid and calcified plaque cases as average values from clinical outcomes [20–22]), this 
indicates that our diseased artery in these intermediate simulations elastically recoiled more 
than what was observed clinically.  

Two possible corrective suggestions could be considered. The first option would be to neglect 
the plaques material parameters calibrated according to Maher et al. experimental work as 
described in section 1.a, and adapt instead their constitutive laws so that ERRs of 30% and 
35% would be obtained respectively in each case with residual deformations occurring only in 
the plaques. However, as arterial tissues has also experimentally shown an inelastic material 
behavior under supra-physiological loadings [51], in this work a second option was chosen: it 
was hypothesized that the artery itself would also experience permanent deformations; 
consequently it was modeled as a bilinear isotropic hardening model as well. Regarding its 



 
 

inelastic material parameters identification, the arterial wall max circumferential deformations 
reached in the intermediate simulations were first computed; accordingly the arterial plastic 
material coefficients were then tuned to satisfy the two clinically obtained ERRs of 30% and 
35% after PTA for each of the lipid and the calcified plaque cases respectively. Different to 
the plaque that was tuned under compressive loading, the constitutive law of the artery was 
calibrated in tension. The obtained arterial material parameters corresponding to each of the 
lipid and the calcified plaque cases are shown in Table 3. Their stress-strain plots are 
presented in Appendix A.  

 

Table 3: Material parameters of the lipid and calcified plaques and their corresponding arteries. 

 

2. Geometry, mesh and boundary conditions 
The artery was modeled as a 25 mm long hollow cylinder, a healthy lumen diameter of 3 mm 
and a thickness of 1 mm. Dimensions were obtained from measurements made by Karimi et 
al. [52]. The modeled plaque was designed non-axisymmetric to represent irregular shapes 
experienced in reality. Its length was 10 mm. Plaques are usually characterized by luminal 
stenosis which severity is expressed as a portion of the initial lumen [53]. Stenosis severities 
are commonly assessed either in terms of diameters or in terms of areas. In this work we use 
the diametric definition, corresponding to: 

% 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝐷𝐷ℎ𝑙𝑙−𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠
𝐷𝐷ℎ𝑙𝑙

 × 100                                              (6) 

where 𝐷𝐷ℎ𝑎𝑎 and 𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 are the healthy lumen and stenosis diameters respectively. A plaque of 
maximum 60% stenosis was generated. 

After a mesh sensitivity analysis, both artery and plaque were meshed respectively by 178856 
and 36692 4-node hybrid solid elements (of mixed u-P formulations), corresponding to typical 
element sizes of 0.25 mm vs. 0.2 mm. The mesh-size convergence analysis is detailed in 
Appendix B. Meshes were connected between the two geometries at their shared 
circumferential region. The 3D FEM model of the complete PTA system is shown in Figure 4.  

In-plane (x-y plane) arterial translations were allowed at both artery ends to allow its free 
adaptation to balloon inflation (preventing any unrealistic bending), the balloon being itself 
clamped as described in section 3. Axial translation and all rotations were prevented in the 
model. The non-linear contact between the balloon, the plaque, and the artery is frictionless 
and formulated by pure penalty. ANSYS implicit commercial finite element software 
(ANSYS® Academic Research Mechanical, Release 19.1.) was used to solve these large-
deformation analyses, solved under the finite strain theory. 

 

Figure 4: Finite element model of the complete percutaneous transluminal angioplasty system. The plaque 
represented here is heterogeneous with 50% of calcifications. 

 



 
 

C. Analysis of results 
Simulation results were analyzed in terms of the elastic recoil ratio (ERR) and the lumen gain 
ratio (LGR) obtained after PTA for the three studies: balloon design, plaque material 
composition, and balloon sizing influences on acute post-procedural outcomes. The elastic 
recoil ratio was assessed as the difference between the max-inscribed-sphere diameter that can 
be generated along the centerline at max balloon inflation vs. after balloon deflation (equation 
(7)). In a similar way, the lumen gain ratio was calculated as the difference between max-
inscribed-spheres diameter after balloon deflation vs. before balloon inflation (equation (8)).  
Vascular Modeling Toolkit (www.vmtk.org) was used for centerlines and max-inscribed-
spheres extractions. 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 is comparable to what clinicians measure after performing PTA as a 
control for their treatment outcomes. Figure 5 presents an illustration of the inner luminal 
geometries showing their centerlines and the max-inscribed-spheres appearing in two 
different positions along the stenosed artery: (a) before inflating the balloon, (b) at its max 
inflation state and (c) after its deflation.  

𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 𝑎𝑎𝐼𝐼 % = 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎_𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 = 𝐷𝐷max _𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛− 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛

𝐷𝐷max _𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
× 100    (7)  

 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐼𝐼 𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 𝑎𝑎𝐼𝐼 % = 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎_𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 = 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛− 𝐷𝐷𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛

𝐷𝐷𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
× 100     (8) 

 

Figure 5: Reconstructed surface geometries that correspond to the stenosed artery inner lumen showing max-
inscribed-spheres (in tan) at two random sections (in red) along their centerlines for the three states of interest during 

balloon angioplasty simulations.   

http://www.vmtk.org/


 
 

3. Results 

A. Balloon model 
Prior to their inflation within the stenosed arteries, the two classified balloon families were 
independently tested.  

Driven by radial displacement, the non-compliant balloon model always reaches required 
inflation diameters accurately. This model is robust and converges easily with a fast 
simulation time on a normal computer: less than one minute on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) 
workstation with 64 bit CPU dual core processors of 2.10 GHz clock speed. Maximum 
circumferential deformation simulated in this balloon model was around 165%.  

Driven by pressure, the semi-compliant balloon model was tested for its accuracy before 
being inflated inside stenosed arteries. The identified set of Ogden law coefficients used in the 
balloon material model here reproduces very accurately manufacturers data in terms of 
pressure-diameter values (see working range on Figure 2) and ensures robustness, i.e. 
simulation convergence no matter the plaque stiffness, despite large deformations and 
contacts. The maximum circumferential deformation simulated with this balloon model was 
around 225% at its rated burst pressure.  

Table 4 presents a comparison between the experimental diameter extracted from 
manufacturers P-D compliance charts and the FE simulated inflation diameter for the semi-
compliant balloon. Differences in diameters were then computed using the relative error 
general equation which showed negligible error values at respective inflation pressures. The 
simulation convergence time was around 2 minutes for this semi-compliant balloon type. 

 

Table 4: Relative % error between experimental and FE simulations diameters obtained at respective pressures 
during inflation of the semi-compliant balloon described in section a. Green and blue cells also indicate diameters at 

nominal and rated burst pressures (𝑷𝑷𝑵𝑵 and 𝑷𝑷𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹) respectively. 

 

B. Simulation of the angioplasty 
Several combinations of balloon designs, plaque material compositions, and balloon sizings 
were simulated. Their convergence time did not exceed 2.5 hours when simulated on the same 
computer, with shorter times for displacement-driven non-compliant balloons. 

1. Balloon design influence on PTA outcomes 
Each balloon design was separately simulated to its nominal diameter (𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁= 2.8 mm) within 
the two homogeneous plaque compositions (lipid and calcified). Figure 6(A) illustrates the 
plastic deformations occurring in the calcified diseased artery model after balloon deflation in 
an axial and a longitudinal cut view. Residual deformations were observed in both the artery 
and the plaque, with more significant concentration within the stenosed region. 

Figures 6(B-I) and 6(B-II) respectively show the semi-compliant vs. the non-compliant 
balloons profiles at max inflation within the calcified plaque. It can be seen that only semi-



 
 

compliant balloons experienced profile change during inflation, with more variations within 
calcified plaques (dog-bone effect). At the stenosed region, the semi-compliant balloon 
shifted more towards the opposite side of the plaque, causing more residual deformation in the 
artery opposing the stenosis. Differently, more permanent deformation was observed in the 
artery covering the plaque with the non-compliant balloon.  

Figure 6(C) presents the balloons diameter evolution at their central planes along the 
inflation/deflation phases for four different cases: a non-compliant balloon, a semi-compliant 
balloon outside a stenosed artery, and a semi-compliant balloon inside a stenosed artery with a 
lipid vs. a calcified plaque. The non-compliant balloon and the semi-compliant one simulated 
outside the stenosed artery virtually reached their anticipated nominal diameters (𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁) of 2.8 
mm at max inflation. Even though the semi-compliant balloons did not reach the exact desired 
diameter at nominal pressure when inflated within stenosed arteries, the differences were not 
significant. 

Figure 6(D) shows the lumen gain and the elastic recoil ratios attained along the artery axis 
after PTA using the two modeled balloon designs, within the lipid and calcified homogenous 
plaques. Figure 6(D-I) also shows the initial lumen diameter evolution along the axis. LGR 
directly evaluates the lumen expansion caused by the balloon inflation, thus residual strains 
occurrence within the tissues. ERR appraises how much the diseased artery recoils after being 
expanded by the balloon; if the tissues were fully elastic, they would move back to their initial 
positions after balloon deflation. Both LGR and ERR were larger where there was large 
stenosis (small initial lumen diameter), while they reached 0 or even (slight) negative values 
where no plaque was present. Negative values were probably caused by the surrounding 
elastic and plastic strains that can influence the arterial diameters locally even at healthy 
regions. As expected, in largely stenosed regions, ERR were higher within the calcified 
plaque cases (Figure 6(D-II)); consequently, lower LGR were observed within these calcified 
stenosis cases (Figure 6(D-I)). Finally, upon comparing the balloon-type influence on acute 
PTA post-procedural outcomes (LGR and ERR), no differences were observed within both 
simulated homogeneous plaques whether a semi-compliant or a non-compliant balloon model 
was used.  

       

Figure 6: (A) Plastic deformations resulting after PTA in one simulation at 10 atm with red arrows representing the 
final lumen diameter (𝑫𝑫𝒂𝒂𝒇𝒇𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂_𝒅𝒅𝒂𝒂𝒇𝒇𝒅𝒅𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝑼𝑼) attained after balloon deflation at 3 random positions. (B) The semi-compliant 
vs. the non-compliant balloons profiles at their max inflation states within a calcified stenosis. (C) Balloons diameter 
evolution at their central plane along the inflation and deflation process for 4 different cases: non-compliant balloon, 
semi-compliant balloon outside a stenosed artery, and semi-compliant balloon inside the stenosed artery by a calcified 
vs. a lipid plaque. (D) Lumen gain ratios (D-I) in addition to the elastic recoil ratios (D-II) obtained along the artery 

axis after PTA using the two different balloon designs, within the lipid and calcified homogenous plaque compositions. 

  

2. Plaque material composition influence on PTA outcomes 
To evaluate the influence of the plaque material on the PTA outcomes, the semi-compliant 
balloon was inflated up to its nominal diameter into a stenosed artery for different plaque 
compositions. Besides the two homogeneous (lipid and calcified) plaques, three 
heterogeneous cases of different lipid-to-calcified plaque ratios (30%, 50% and 70% 



 
 

randomly distributed calcifications) were also modeled for this parametric study. Upon 
analyzing the attained LGR and ERR values after PTA (Figure 7), it can be seen that they 
varied in the opposite direction with respect to the change in calcification concentration in the 
plaque. LGR reached its highest value (~62%) when the plaque contained 0% of calcifications 
(all lipidic); it decreased progressively with the growth of calcification proportion within the 
plaque, reaching (~51%) when the plaque was all calcified. Differently, the ERR had its 
lowest value (~29.5%) when the plaque had no calcifications; it gradually increased with the 
augmentation of calcification ratio within the plaque, reaching its highest value (~33.5%) 
when the plaque was totally calcified. Furthermore, the rate at which the LGR changed 
between the entirely calcified plaque and the completely lipidic one (51 to 62%) was larger 
than the rate at which the ERR changed between the same plaque compositions (33.5 to 
29.5%). 

 

Figure 7: Lumen gain ratios (A) in addition to the elastic recoil ratios (B) attained along the artery axis after PTA for 
different plaque material compositions (lipid-to-calcified constitution ratios), using the semi-compliant balloon 

inflated at 10 atm. (A) also presents the initial lumen diameter progression along the stenosed artery prior to balloon 
angioplasty. 

 

3. Balloon sizing influence on PTA outcomes 
Balloon sizing was evaluated by simulating the semi-compliant balloon within the two 
homogenous plaques for different balloon diameters falling within the clinically 
recommended range of balloon/artery diameters ratios. Figure 8(A and B) respectively present 
the evolutions of LGR and ERR along the artery axis for the three driven balloon sizes. 
Unlike LGR that directly relates to the lumen expansion due to balloon inflation, the 
interpretation of ERR can be slightly more challenging when it comes to comparing balloon 
sizings. We can see on Figure 8(A and B) that both LGR and ERR are in positive correlation 
with balloon sizing, with significantly larger rates of change for the LGR in comparison to the 
ERR from one sizing to another. This indicates that increasing the balloon sizing to a small 
extent increases the ERR, and to a larger extent increases the LGR. It also means that the 
stenosed vessel experiences more of both plastic and elastic strains with the increase of 
balloon sizing, with much larger potentials of residual deformations, i.e. lumen expansion.  

Figure 8(C) depicts in longitudinal cut views the max principal strain distribution in the 
arterial wall at max inflation during PTA for the three balloon sizings. The peak value showed 
significant increase at larger pressures and seems to occur at a similar location among the 
different sizings, within the max stenosed region.      

 

Figure 8: Lumen gain (A) and elastic recoil (B) ratios evolution after PTA along the artery axis for diverse sizings of 
the semi-compliant balloon at 10, 12 and 14 atm, within the two homogenous plaque compositions (lipid and calcified). 

(C) Max principal strain field in the arterial wall (in cross sectional views) during PTA at max balloon inflation for 
the three different balloon sizings. Max value site is also shown for each sizing. The plaque is not shown. 

 



 
 

4. Discussion 
The assessment of clinical outcome after balloon angioplasty is important for the treatment 
success evaluation. The present paper aims at proposing a generic modeling strategy of PTA 
using an implicit FEM solver, to evaluate the acute post-procedural outcomes for different 
balloon designs, plaque material compositions, and balloon sizings. Elasto-plastic material 
models were implemented within both the plaque and artery to promote permanent 
deformations. Besides a modeling strategy for both semi- and non-compliant balloons, results 
were mainly assessed in terms of LGR and ERR. Maximal principal strains within the arterial 
walls were also evaluated for the different balloon sizings simulated. 

Based on their compliance characteristics, balloons were categorized into non-compliant and 
semi-compliant families. Classification was performed using a relation we developed linking 
known relative compliance ranges [4,41] to indices of stretchability, nominal diameters, in 
addition to nominal and rated burst pressures, which were extracted from the balloons 
compliance charts. This relation is essential for overcoming naming incongruities that might 
occur among different users. 

Each balloon type was first modeled independently. Based on the hypothesis that they are stiff 
enough to inflate within the stenosed region with minor changes in their profiles [31,38,43], 
non-compliant balloons inflation was driven by displacement; thus no accuracy verification 
was required. Differently, driven by pressure, semi-compliant balloons were tested first 
outside the stenosed artery for accuracy. Existing FE studies used isotropic elastic materials as 
well to model their cylindrical geometries in order to represent PTA semi-compliant balloon 
inflation. Decorato et al. (2014) for example used a linear elastic model [35], while Schiavone 
and Zhao (2015) used a hyper-elastic Mooney-Rivlin one [54], both inflating their balloons by 
internal pressure. However, material parameters were not estimated from specific balloons in 
clinical use and/or did not present any comparison with real balloon inflation (P-D) data to 
verify the accuracy of their balloon models alone. In this work, the implemented Ogden law 
did provide high accuracy in mimicking the semi-compliant balloon deployment process 
when compared to P-D manufacturer data, specifically within its working range (very low 
relative % errors as seen in table 4). Moreover, convergence times are satisfyingly small, with 
inflations starting from realistic folded diameters (as manufactured), capable to be introduced 
and simulated inside large-enough stenosis for typical PTA treatments. 

The methodology was also applied on different balloons and resulted in similar negligible 
errors which validate our balloon model. However for very unfavorable cases such as large 
arteries and thick plaques leading to the use of long balloons with small diameter (𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈), the 
identified value of µ can be too small to ensure robustness due to insufficiently large tangent 
stiffness at the beginning of the inflation, between 𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈 and 𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑛𝑛𝑈𝑈. In that case, we suggest 
identifying Ogden law after removing the first two points of the manufacturers data (below 
the nominal pressure), to obtain a larger value of µ. The cost would be a slightly poorer 
accuracy in the working range but it improves robustness.    

In order to analyze their influence on outcomes at short term after balloon angioplasty, the 
two modeled balloon designs were simulated within stenosed arteries. This required a 



 
 

preliminary material calibration for both the plaque and artery. The obtained parameters allow 
the computation of realistic ERRs. Even though the calcified plaque type simulated in our 
work is relatively soft compared to the stiff micro calcifications reported by the experimental 
work of Ebenstein et al. [55], it still falls within the stiffness ranges reported by other 
experimental studies for calcified plaques as well, such as [46,56,57] for example. It should 
be noted that a large variability of data was shown among different studies reporting plaque 
stiffness in the literature. Besides the natural variability of the plaque behavior, this might be 
caused by the different techniques used to measure the mechanical properties of plaques 
including unconfined compression, micro-indentation, and nano-indentation. However, in this 
work we focused on studies that applied dynamic loading conditions to present the inelastic 
and recoverability behavior of plaques. With only few experimental studies in the literature 
reporting the inelastic behavior of atherosclerotic plaques, the work of Maher et al. [46] 
(which assessed the global mechanical properties of plaques under supra-physiological 
unconfined cyclic compressive loading) was favored in our study. 

When simulating PTA, as expected, only the semi-compliant balloon showed a change in its 
profile during inflation, with a larger alteration inside the calcified stenosis (Figure 6(B)). 
This phenomenon is known as the ‘dog-bone effect’ (small waist appearance in middle of 
balloon), which usually occurs around stiff plaques when inflated with softer balloons [37,38]. 
This uncontrolled over-expansion of the balloon outside the plaque may damage the artery or 
cause balloon rupture; therefore, clinicians usually suggests using the non-compliant balloons 
in the presence of calcified lesions for more effective dilations [4,37,38]. Because of the 
plaque resistance, semi-compliant balloons do not exactly reach their expected diameter when 
inflated into a stenosed artery, but this is not significant (Figure 6(C)). For both soft and stiff 
plaques, negligible differences were also observed in terms of the LGR and ERR obtained 
after PTA upon changing balloon design (Figure 6(D)). Therefore, in this work, balloon type 
showed no influence on acute post-procedural outcomes after PTA. This finding is in 
accordance with the retrospective nonrandomized studies that showed no difference between 
semi-compliant and non-compliant balloons with respect to the final procedural outcomes 
(e.g. final residual stenosis) [5,40]. 

Independent from the balloon design, plaque composition or balloon inflation size used, LGR 
and ERR always showed a negative correlation to the initial lumen diametric evolution along 
the artery axis. This indicates that as expected, the most stenosed regions (smallest initial 
lumen diameters) are the most susceptible to balloon angioplasty treatments. It explains why 
clinicians usually assess PTA outcomes at such regions as well [4,20,21].   

When interpreting the ERRs attained from our simulations in comparison to clinically 
reported values [20–22], it confirms that the assumption for the material models of the artery 
and plaque considered in this work is reasonable. Hanet et al. found mean clinical recoil ratios 
of 32% ± 12% of luminal diameter immediately after PTA in coronary arteries [21]. Similarly 
Isner et al. and Gardiner et al. reported that elastic recoils in iliac peripheral arteries 
respectively averaged 28.6% ± 7.2% vs. 36% ± 11% [20,22]. Clinicians generally compute 
their ERR at most stenosed regions. With our measured ERR values at similar locations 
ranging between 28% and 36% for the different balloon designs, plaque material 



 
 

compositions, and balloon sizings simulated, our results showed consistency with clinical 
findings. This 28-36% range of ERR can appear rather narrow, this is due to the fact that it is 
measured at locations with large stenosis (60%); a wider range would be obtained when 
considering different locations with different degrees of severity.  

Unlike balloon types, plaque material composition showed an impact on simulated results 
obtained immediately after PTA (LGR and ERR). As expected, following the calibration we 
applied to the artery and the plaque (section B), the calcified plaque case experienced a higher 
ERR compared to the lipid one. This assumption was based on clinical findings that reported 
rather higher ERR values in the presence of calcified plaques with the hypothesis that these 
stiff plaques would experience less compression themselves while expanding more the elastic 
arterial wall during reasonably sized inflations, leading to higher recoils after balloon 
deflation, even if the differences were not major [20,21]. On the other hand, LGR decreases 
while calcification proportion within the plaque increases. This indicates that plastic 
deformations would be higher when the plaque is less calcified. Both ERR and LGR were 
affected by the calcification ratio in the plaque but without a significant effect of the 
randomized distributions of components themselves. 

Balloon sizing has also a significant influence on results attained shortly after balloon 
angioplasty. Both ERR and LGR showed a positive correlation to the augmentation in 
inflation pressure, independently from the plaque composition. This finding is in agreement 
with clinical observations stating that the elastic recoil is generally in direct association with 
the balloon/artery ratio [20,21,23]. However ERR and LGR do not evolve at the same rate 
with respect to sizing. Indeed, at the max stenosed region, for pressure growing from 10 to 14 
atm, the ERR rose from 29.5% to 30.5% with the lipid plaque and from 33.5% to 35.5% with 
the calcified one, while the LGR rose from 62% to 83% with the lipid plaque and from 51% 
to 68% with the calcified one. This indicates that at higher sizings, the treated stenosed artery 
experiences significant plastic strain. In this work, we did not model the complex damage and 
flow mechanisms occurring at small scales in diseased arteries during PTA; plasticity was 
used instead to represent these phenomena. It is important to note that this damage can be 
always considered as a positive phenomenon allowing a larger lumen after balloon 
angioplasty (as ‘controlled vessel injuries’ [14]), until the artery itself become vulnerable to 
dissections.  

Max principal strains occurring in the arterial walls at max inflations for the three simulated 
sizings were interpreted as an indication for their risk of rupture. With strain peak values 
showing sharp increases from 0.19 to 0.25 for a sizing change from 10 to 14 atm, the artery 
vulnerability to rupture is influenced by the balloon sizing choice as well. Therefore a 
compromise should be settled achieving the desired lumen gain after balloon angioplasty on 
one hand, but without dissecting the healthy arterial tissues from another.  

One should keep in mind that despite continuing to be the method that all other available 
endovascular treatment modalities are still compared against to date [13], the standard plain 
balloon angioplasty technique is clinically associated to some limitations as well. Treatment 
of complex lesions including heavily calcified long lesions and chronic total occlusions 



 
 

remains challenging for angioplasty balloons, even for drug-eluting ones [58]. Accordingly, 
several interventional approaches are being lately further investigated and applied either as 
stand-alone treatments or as lesions preparations prior to PTA to overcome its limitations. 
Numerous balloons of different mechanisms of action available nowadays on the market are 
devoted to preparing such complex lesions [59]. Focal force balloons and endovascular 
atherectomy devices are examples of treatment alternatives designed to prepare complicated 
lesions to enhance acute post-procedural outcomes. In this context, simulating angioplasty 
remains an issue of interest, either because PTA is part of the treatment process, or in order to 
evaluate and define the interventional strategy.    

Finally, limitations of this study mainly concern the artery and plaque models. In this work we 
do not claim to model the detailed phenomena of damage that might occur during PTA. 
Instead, plasticity is meant to model any complex damage and flow phenomena occurring at 
small scales within the diseased artery. The main reason for our choice is that we aim to 
present a tool that can then be easily applied on patient-specific geometries and be 
incorporated into the clinical routine, without the need of additional imaging. With computed 
tomography angiography (CTA) being a principal part of the clinical routine, it is generally 
known that these images resolution would not allow for a detailed differentiation of the 
plaque components within the diseased arteries, especially for small diameter arteries. 
Besides, the calibration of the proposed constitutive laws is mostly based on kinematic 
quantities, such as residual strains extracted from Maher’s work and the clinical ERR 
provided by different papers; therefore, the proposed model might require further validation to 
assess a risk of rupture based on maximum stress.  

We are also aware that modeling the artery as an isotropic single-layer tissue is a limitation, as 
it is known to exhibit an anisotropic behavior. However, even though in-vitro experimental 
studies evaluating atherosclerotic tissues behaviors are generally available in the literature, 
only a few among them considered studying the inelastic behavior of such tissues. Up to our 
knowledge, no study presented the inelastic behavior of each arterial layer separately under 
supra-physiological loadings. Similarly, very limited data is available regarding the inelastic 
behavior (in terms of residual deformation) of human arterial tissues supra-physiologically 
loaded in different directions as well. Accordingly, with the lack of the necessary 
experimental data that represent the anisotropic and/or layer specific inelastic behaviors of 
arteries, in this work and as a first contribution, an inelastic single-layered isotropic artery was 
considered and was tuned correspondingly to model residual deformations obtained directly 
after PTA. 

Yet our proposed model showed consistent results in comparison with clinical findings; it 
seems to be a promising tool towards outcomes evaluation at short terms after PTA. 
Furthermore, the material parameters of the modeled arteries were tuned based on average 
ERR values of 30% and 35% for the lipid vs. calcified plaque cases respectively obtained 
from clinical studies. Nevertheless, a more precise assumption could be integrated later after 
applying our calibration procedure on various patient-specific geometries of different plaque 
compositions and severities. This can be performed in the presence of detailed pre- and post-



 
 

operative clinical routine images for the simulated diseased region before vs. after balloon 
angioplasty. 

5. Conclusion 
This work proposes a generic modeling strategy of PTA using an implicit FEM solver capable 
of assessing post-procedural outcomes at short terms after balloon deflation. After classifying 
and modeling balloons, and developing and identifying consistent constitutive laws for both 
the plaque and artery, we present a parametric study based on balloon type, plaque 
composition and balloon sizing, which quantifies their influence on the ERR and the LGR. It 
shows that for a given plaque, balloon sizing is the key factor to obtain a satisfactory post-
procedural lumen diameter, as it allows to control the amount of plastic strain stored in both 
the artery and the plaque. 

Now that the framework of a relatively fast and accurate PTA modeling within a generic 
stenosed artery is set, the future aim of the present work is first its application to patient-
specific situations, of different arterial diameters, plaque material compositions and severities. 
Using clinical per- and post-operative CTA data, a further validation of our model material 
parameters will be appraised, for future clinical use. Additionally, another future aim of the 
work is to generate a reduced order model from our presented generic model capable of 
performing similar parametric studies in even smaller times (in terms of minutes or seconds), 
to be integrated in clinical decision support systems. 
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7. Appendix 

A. Artery and plaque stress-strain plots 
Figure A-1 and Figure A-2 respectively present the material behaviors of the lipid and 
calcified plaques in addition to their corresponding arteries. 

 

Figure A-1: Lipid and calcified plaque materials stress-strain plots. 

 

Figure A-2: Arterial material stress-strain plot corresponding to each of the lipid and calcified plaques. 

 



 
 

B. Mesh-size sensitivity analysis 
The artery and the plaque were meshed by 4-node hybrid solid elements in Ansys workbench. 
These elements have a linear displacement and a hydrostatic pressure behavior. To avoid 
volumetric locking, elements with mixed u-P formulations were implemented to enhance 
accuracy within our simulations.  

Figure B-1 presents the variation of the total strain energy at max balloon inflation and the 
result file size with respect to different element sizes for the artery and the plaque separately. 
Towards limiting the simulation computational costs while keeping a satisfying accuracy, 
element sizes of 0.25 mm and 0.2 mm were chosen for meshing the artery and the plaque 
respectively. Figure B-2 shows the plastic strain distribution along stenosed arteries with 
different mesh size combinations; their color-maps emphasize the minor impact of mesh 
density on the results and justify our elements sizes choice in this work. 

 

Figure B-1: Artery (A) and plaque (B) mesh-sizes influences on the total strain energy stored in the diseased arteries 
at max inflation (diameter of 3mm), and on their resulting files sizes. 

 

Figure B-2: Plastic strain distribution along a longitudinal cross-section of the stenosed artery corresponding to 
different combinations of element sizes used for respectively meshing the artery and the plaque in each simulated 

case. 
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Figure legends 
 
Figure 1: Pressure-diameter curves of the semi-compliant and non-compliant balloons. 

Figure 2: Stress-strain pairs (blue crosses) in addition to their fit (red solid line) by the hyperelastic constitutive model 
considered for the semi-compliant balloon of this study (Table 1). 𝑫𝑫𝒇𝒇, 𝑫𝑫𝑼𝑼𝑼𝑼𝒇𝒇, 𝑫𝑫𝑵𝑵 and 𝑫𝑫𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 are the folded, unfolded, 
nominal and rated-burst diameters respectively with their corresponding stress-strain values. Balloon working range 
is shown within the grey dashed rectangle (between 𝑫𝑫𝑵𝑵 an𝒅𝒅 𝑫𝑫𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹). 

Figure 3: Balloon catheter main components. 

Figure 4: Finite element model of the complete percutaneous transluminal angioplasty system. The plaque 
represented here is heterogeneous with 50% of calcifications. 

Figure 5: Reconstructed surface geometries that correspond to the stenosed artery inner lumen showing max-
inscribed-spheres (in tan) at two random sections (in red) along their centerlines for the three states of interest during 
balloon angioplasty simulations. 

Figure 6: (A) Plastic deformations resulting after PTA in one simulation at 10 atm with red arrows representing the 
final lumen diameter (𝑫𝑫𝒂𝒂𝒇𝒇𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂_𝒅𝒅𝒂𝒂𝒇𝒇𝒅𝒅𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝑼𝑼) attained after balloon deflation at 3 random positions. (B) The semi-compliant 
vs. the non-compliant balloons profiles at their max inflation states within a calcified stenosis. (C) Balloons diameter 
evolution at their central plane along the inflation and deflation process for 4 different cases: non-compliant balloon, 
semi-compliant balloon outside a stenosed artery, and semi-compliant balloon inside the stenosed artery by a calcified 
vs. a lipid plaque. (D) Lumen gain ratios (D-I) in addition to the elastic recoil ratios (D-II) obtained along the artery 
axis after PTA using the two different balloon designs, within the lipid and calcified homogenous plaque compositions. 

Figure 7: Lumen gain ratios (A) in addition to the elastic recoil ratios (B) attained along the artery axis after PTA for 
different plaque material compositions (lipid-to-calcified constitution ratios), using the semi-compliant balloon 
inflated at 10 atm. (A) also presents the initial lumen diameter progression along the stenosed artery prior to balloon 
angioplasty. 

Figure 8: Lumen gain (A) and elastic recoil (B) ratios evolution after PTA along the artery axis for diverse sizings of 
the semi-compliant balloon at 10, 12 and 14 atm, within the two homogenous plaque compositions (lipid and calcified). 
(C) Max principal strain field in the arterial wall (in cross sectional views) during PTA at max balloon inflation for 
the three different balloon sizings. Max value site is also shown for each sizing. The plaque is not shown. 

Figure A-1: Lipid and calcified plaque materials stress-strain plots. 

Figure A-2: Arterial material stress-strain plot corresponding to each of the lipid and calcified plaques. 

Figure B-1: Artery (A) and plaque (B) mesh element sizes influences on the total strain energy stored in the diseased 
arteries at max inflation (diameter of 3mm), and on their resulting files sizes. 

Figure B-2: Plastic strain distribution along a longitudinal cross-section of the stenosed artery corresponding to 
different combinations of element sizes used for respectively meshing the artery and the plaque in each simulated 
case. 

  



 
 

Tables 
 

Table 1: P-D compliance charts with their calculated index of stretchability for two different families of 2.8 mm 
balloon designs (non-compliant vs. semi-compliant). Green and blue cells indicate diameters at nominal and rated 

burst pressures (𝑷𝑷𝑵𝑵 and 𝑷𝑷𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹) respectively. 

Pressure 
[𝑷𝑷𝑼𝑼]  
(atm) 

Non-Compliant 2.8 mm balloon Semi-Compliant 2.8 mm balloon 
Diameter [𝑫𝑫𝑼𝑼] 

(mm) 
Index of 

stretchability [𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰] 
(mm/atm) 

Diameter [𝑫𝑫𝑼𝑼] 
(mm) 

Index of 
stretchability [𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰] 

(mm/atm) 
8 2.80 - 2.60 - 
9 2.82 2.00E-02 2.65 5.00E-02 

10 2.84 2.00E-02 2.80 1 .50E-01 
11 2.85 1.00E-02 2.91 1.10E-01 
12 2.87 2.00E-02 3.02 1.10E-01 
13 2.88 1.00E-02 3.10 8.00E-02 
14 2.90 2.00E-02 3.20 1.00E-01 
15 2.90 0.00E+00 3.27 7.00E-02 
16 2.91 1.00E-02 3.32 5.00E-02 
17 2.92 1.00E-02 3.43 1.10E-01 
18 2.93 1.00E-02 3.53 1.00E-01 
19 2.95 2.00E-02 3.60 7.00E-02 
20 2.95 0.00E+00 3.70 1.00E-01 
21 2.96 1.00E-02  
22 2.97 1.00E-02 
23 2.98 1.00E-02 
24 2.99 1.00E-02 
25 2.99 0.00E+00 
26 3.00 1.00E-02 
27 3.01 1.00E-02 
28 3.02 1.00E-02 

Averaged index of 
stretchability [𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰���] (mm/atm) ± 

Standard Deviation 

1.10E-02 
± 6.24E-03  9.17E-02                   

± 2.76E-02 

 

 

 

Table 2: Balloon sizing at each simulated inflation pressure 

Inflation Pressure  
(atm) 

Corresponding Rated Diameter 
(mm) 

Balloon Sizing  
(Balloon/Artery ratio) 

10 2.8 0.933 
12 3.02 1.007 
14 3.2 1.067 

 

 



 
 

Table 3: Material parameters of the lipid and calcified plaques and their corresponding arteries 

Plaque Type Young Modulus of 
Elasticity E (MPa) 

Poisson Ratio 
(ν) 

Yield Strength 
(KPa)  

Tangent 
Modulus (KPa) 

Lipid Plaque 0.105 0.40 5 62.77 
Calcified Plaque 0.189 0.40 15.79 111.88 

Artery 
(Lipid plaque case) 0.677 0.44 7 256.5 

Artery 
(Calcified plaque case) 0.677 0.44 7 330.75 

 

 

 

Table 4: Relative % error between experimental and FE simulations diameters obtained at respective pressures 
during inflation of the semi-compliant balloon described in section a. Green and blue cells also indicate diameters at 

nominal and rated burst pressures (𝑷𝑷𝑵𝑵 and 𝑷𝑷𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹) respectively 

Pressure 
[𝑷𝑷𝑼𝑼]  
(atm) 

Semi-Compliant 2.8 mm balloon 
Diameter [𝑫𝑫𝑼𝑼] 

(mm) 
Simulated 
Diameter  

(mm) 

% Error on 
Diameter 

8 2.60 2.569 1.18 
9 2.65 2.691 1.55 

10 2.80 2.805 0.17 
11 2.91 2.912 0.07 
12 3.02 3.013 0.22 
13 3.10 3.110 0.32 
14 3.20 3.202 0.06 
15 3.27 3.290 0.61 
16 3.32 3.374 1.64 
17 3.43 3.456 0.75 
18 3.53 3.534 0.12 
19 3.60 3.610 0.28 
20 3.70 3.684 0.44 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

 

  



 
 

 

  



 
 

 

  



 
 

 

  



 
 

 

  



 
 

 

  



 
 

 

  



 
 

 



 
 



 
 



Balloon Catheter Geometry 
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(A-I): Axial view (A-II): Plastic deformations in stenosed artery (longitudinal cut view) 

 

 

 
(B-I): Semi-compliant balloon profile at max inflation  (B-II): Non-compliant balloon profile at max inflation   

  
 

(C): Semi vs. Non-compliant balloons diametric evolution at their central planes simulated outside and inside 

stenosed arteries 

 
(D-I): Lumen gain ratio for different Balloon Designs, 

and the initial lumen diameter distribution 
 

(D-II): Elastic recoil ratio for different Balloon 

Designs 

  
 



Lumen gain ratio for 

different Plaque Material 

Compositions, and the 

initial lumen diameter 

distribution 

(A) 

 

 
 

Elastic recoil ratio for 

different Plaque Material 

Compositions 

(B) 

 
 



Lumen gain ratio for 
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and the initial lumen 

diameter distribution 

(A) 

 

 

 
 

Elastic recoil ratio for 

different Balloon Sizings 

(B) 

 
 

(C) 

Balloon Sizing at 

10 atm 

 

Balloon Sizing at 

12 atm 

 

Balloon Sizing at 

14 atm 
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Artery: 0.4 mm 

 

Plaque: 0.2 mm 

 

Artery: 0.35 mm 

 

Plaque: 0.2 mm 
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